Re-imagining DA

Discovery
15 x Discovery workshops with 73 attendees with over 700 workshop
contributions regarding what is good, bad and ugly about DA right now

Current processes are dated and ineﬃcient
It is diﬃcult for stakeholders to understand
the current status of things and what is
required of them and when.

Information required by stakeholders
is disjointed, held in silos and not easy
to access

A one size ﬁts all approach to Due
Diligence subjects established
Coverholders to the same level of checks
as that of a new market entrant.

Themes

Conducting compliance and underwriting
type activities together as part of the same
activity causes delay.

Understanding, behaviour, processes
and information quality diﬀers across
diﬀerent Stakeholders.

Stakeholders do not always have access
to information when they need it.

SEPERATING LEGAL FROM PRODUCT

REAL-TIME ACCESS TO INFORMATION

RISK BASED CHECKS (RATING)

IMPROVED COMMUNICATION

STREAMLINED PROCESSING

DATA IN ONE PLACE

STANDARDISATION

COLLABORATION

ONGOING RELEVANCE

Opportunities

digital DA Hub
We want to make it easy to trade and transact DA business at Lloyd's
Human-led. Digitally enabled.
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digital DA Hub
Streamline onboarding so that it
takes days (or hours!) rather than
6-12 months

Onboarding

Product
Collaboration

Use digital tools connect &
collaborate on bringing new
propositions to market

Oversight

Use data and digital tools to automate
checks where possible, reduce/remove
duplication and manage by exception

Rating

Use rating/scores for each DA party to
drive decision making on propositions,
capacity and compliance checks

Binding &
Placing

Streamline methods of obtaining
capacity for a proposition, covering
both sole funded and lead/follow

Claims
Handling

Connect Proposition, Policy and Claims
data so stakeholders have better and
quicker access to the information

Ongoing
Capacity

Provide capacity on an ongoing
basis and streamline how capacity
is reduced or removed

Funding

Manage the movement and
reconciliation of funds used for capacity,
premium income and claims payments

Product Collaboration

Binding & Placing

Ongoing Capacity

Claims Handling

Type something
Imagine a world where...

Imagine a world where...

Coverholders can upload a proposition and identify the
right broker to connect with to bring the idea to market
Brokers can easily identify the right parties with
experience, strength and interest in this type of
proposition and bring them into the conversation to
collaborate
All done in close to real time, using up to date
information on parties across the entire DA market

Companies are invited to consider investing via an online
tool
Capacity is agreed using workflow to control how a
proposition moves from one party to another
Follows can see the same information as seen by the Lead
Coverholders no longer have to provide the same
information several times or significantly different
information to individual follows
Its easy to bring all parties into a conversation about the
proposition

The need to re-confirm capacity annually is gone
Replacing capacity takes a few days, not months to arrange
The new capacity provider has access to the latest set of
the information as used by the Lead and follows previously.
Required information is refreshed when available, only once
and is visible to the capacity providers in real time.

Lloyd's business
planning process
is a constraint to
removing annual
renewals

Short form
proposition is
more suited to
the really niche,
harder to place
propositions?

Matching risk
with appetite
is a diﬃcult
element to
position in DA

Idea like this would
only work with a
good level of
adoption across all
stakeholders (short
form prop)

Important to
understand
how this aligns
(or not) with
FAL
1st time
investment
decisions hinge
strongly on
relationships with
the Coverholder

Removing delays in
system/process for a
proposition will help but
delays in 1st time
proposition launch could
well be tied into to building
the CH relationship

A way for Brokers
to look across the
investment side of
the market for
appetite

Lloyd's
Coverholder
bridge was a
similar idea and
adoption wasn't
high

Working on
docs
together in
real-time

Relationship
building/trust is
really about the
delegation of risk
decision making

Matching
appetite with
risk is a key
component of
this

Viewpoint that DA is
about creating a lasting
binder and so taking
time to build the
relationship before
committing is generally
not an issue

STANDARDISATION

Suspect the year
of account/
annual accounting
is a driver behind
this

Expanding on the
PPL concept, is
this an
opportunity to
remove double
keying of info?

Using a digital
means of
sharing/moving
data more
eﬃciently is a
good idea.

Use
checklist to
drive
activity

Short form
proposition

There are some
solutions
available in this
space, adoption
hasn't been high

Imagine a world where...

Imagine a world where...

Many
relationships
are with
individuals,
not company

STREAMLINED PROCESSING

Optimal model for
this is to have
analysis ongoing so
that renewal (as
such) is an act of
approval on contract

Lloyd's business
planning
process? Would
this get in the
way

being able to
identify which
individual is
involved would
be helpful

That said,
decisions are
made on past
performance
and reputation

Challenge the
level of
Detail/DD that is
being asked for
Lead/follow

Get comfortable
with the risk
weighting of the
party that will be
carrying the pen

Take the problem
away from
needing people to
ﬁll the gap and
mandate it

Market performance has
not been great over last
few years. Individual
involvement and links to
previous performance etc.
can help companies to
decline

Analysis - real
time - already
happening at
Atrium

SEPERATING LEGAL FROM PRODUCT

REAL-TIME ACCESS TO INFORMATION

HOW?

Look into Lloyd's canada
- linearge - the
data is already
there.

Non Au Gold
- Data for
other classes
is the utopia

IMPROVED COMMUNICATION

Straight through
processing of
information would
enable loss funds to
be topped up more
eﬃciently

Having access to
structured data
rather than
images/docs for
both Policy and
Claim info sets is the
key to unlocking this
Root to addressing
this requires an
honest conversation
about the data that
is needed and the
quality of it

The current need
to data cleanse is
deliberately
causing a break in
the information
ﬂow

API submission
could alleviate this
but is the
information being
covered by
Bordereau what is
needed to transact?

Suspect using
APIs to ﬂow data
is the key to
making this model
easier for CHs

Matching risk
level and claim
level data is
extremely
hard currently

Will this solidify a
position of which
Leads a Follow is
prepared to
follow

Correct level
of wording
needed Lloyd's

Lineage
model is a
good one
to consider

Lloyd's could
help set the
base info
standard for
this

Follows Due
Diligence should
be about the
quality of the
Leader

What role does
the Broker play in
amends rather
than replacing
capacity?

Year of
account
process

Rolling
contracts
vs annual

brokers
eﬀected by
Lloyd's
performance
drive

What then
happens with
the information
that is captured

Opportunity to
standardise the info
set for lead/follow.
Challenge and
remove the follow
questions that are
gilding the lily

RISK BASED CHECKS (HEALTH)

WHY?

APIs into the data
stores so that info
is accessible real
time is the dream
for us

Simplify base
level of data
that is needed
to build upon

What is the
information
that is actually
needed

A digital solution
may make it faster
to obtain capacity
but how might this
result in increased
capacity.

Need a means for
MA conﬁrmation
to assist in
business planning

To make this
work, requires
follow element to
be standardised/
mandated

Proposition, Policy and Claims data is centralised in
near real time and accessible to those that need to see
it whenever they want
Rules automation and workflow is used to ensure that
the 'claims pot' doesn't run dry
Claims handling activity of TPAs is visible to all who
need to see it and can be used as part of decision
making when bringing a proposition to market

Many companies
are already on the
path of digitising
this type of
activity
individually.

Lloyd's can assist
in solving this by
mandating some
of the information
requirements

Opportunity to
bring this activity
together to make
Lead/Follow
waterfall more
eﬃcient/faster

Manual
Bordereau
submission
shouldn't be a
thing in this day
and age

Seamless
ﬂow of
data is key

Providing TPAs with access
to a set of supplementary
information (APIs to
weather records etc.) could
be a means of helping raise
the standard of Claims
across the board.

Lloyd's FAL
has left out
TPA
process

Datasets are
being
enhanced
individually
currently.
Works for individual
companies but...
requires
Coverholders to
access and use
multiple systems
multiple times.

Atrium have
made great
progress in
standardising
the info set

DATA IN ONE PLACE

Access to
CH data
is needed
Risk level maybe not
enough

Less is
more - get
the right
What is the
data.
base level
of data Lloyd's

WHAT?

The datasets
being compiled
via Bordereau are
not necessarily
the data that is
useful

COLLABORATION

This is an
area where
DDM will add
a lot of value

That said, so long as
Coverholders and
TPAs are working
with diﬀerent
datasets this will
always be diﬃcult to
address

TPAs are sat on a
goldmine of useful
information that
Future at Lloyd's is
not looking likely to
bring into the data
stream

Approriate
amount of
eﬀort required
to adjust the
claim

Claims element of
FAL is ambitious
but how likely are
Lloyd's to do this?

Not clear that
Future at Lloyd's
will help to join
policy and
claims data

